genealogy at the core of this understanding, and extends Dobzhansky's dictum with 'much in evolution makes even more sense in the light of historical genealogy'. This consideration of history also engenders a nonequilibrium view of ecology and evolution, from variations in gene frequency to the legacy of ice ages.
Other major attributes of this book are its sense of balance and empiricism. The Background chapters on the history of genetic variation, molecular techniques, and philosophies and methods of molecular data analysis all place their topics in an historical context, which makes the present state more understandable and educates in the nature and process of science. It is nice to see such source references as Darlington (1939) and Muller (1950) , and this regard for history permeates all sections, from human forensics to ancient genome endosymbiosis. Balance is also very evident in the treatment of major disputes like those concerning neutrality and selection, molecules and morphology, phenetics and cladistics, or allopatric and sympatric speciation. The last 10 years have provided more evidence to clarify these, and the new student may be spared the tortuous decades of polemics. The Applications chapters use a plentiful supply of examples to present and discuss their concepts and hypotheses, from parentage through population structure and phylogeography, to speciation and phylogeny. There are now some 4400 references running into 2003, and these provide an extremely valuable resource for student and master alike. The distillation of the experimental results is pertinent and cogent, and, as many tutors agree, instruction by case studies is most effective.
Despite some deletions, this new edition has increased from 511 to 684 pages, partly due to new material and partly due to a larger type set and figure design, though I am sorry that the quaint original drawings are gone. Within this structure, there are many rearrangements of sections, sentences and headings, and the text has been fine-tuned to convey facts, arguments and concepts more easily. Even the preface to the first edition has been polished. One is reminded of the many crumpled pages of discarded writing that littered the floor when Dylan Thomas was re-revising a poem in Laugharne, all unseen in the rush of colour and fancy of the final version. For me, one of the best features of this book is its simple yet learned writing, which effortlessly takes one from raw data to an understanding of fundamental evolutionary processes, and this clarity promotes one's own thoughts and ideas. This is particularly valuable for students, whose intellectual development is eased, guided and accelerated by the style and content of the book. It will educate all students, and challenge and inspire the best.
I shall recommend this 'renovated' edition to my students, and my colleagues, as a book anyone seriously interested in evolutionary biology should read. With this as a core text, one may supplement one's own specialties, be they sperm competition, hybridization, island speciation or Quaternary range changes! This matured treatise marks a milestone in our path of evolutionary enlightenment.
